Imagining Rachel

A digital solo journey about Rachel Carson's nature
and the messiness of living.
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ELISE ROBERTSON BIO
Elise Robertson was born (60 years later) just a few miles from
where Rachel Carson also grew up in Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania,
and developed a similar love for nature exploring the same
woods and streams. She graduated from Northwestern
University's theatre department with a minor in fine art and
began her entertainment career as a painter and puppet
fabricator on Tim Burton’s The Nightmare Before Christmas,
fostering a love for creative art direction that is a signature of
her work.

As a writer/director, Elise is known for her dramatic
adaptations of literary works for PBS, including Peabodynominated Ralph Ellison's King of the Bingo Game. She’s
created parenting web comedy for both Nick Mom and
MomMayhem, won a Northern California Directing Emmy for
her work on Adventures With Kanga-Roddy, and in 2012,
directed the feature-length dark thriller Donner Pass. In 2019
she directed the award-winning short film Darling, Darling,
Wendy, a dark reimagining of the Peter Pan story from Wendy’s
perspective, which has screened all over the world.
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As an actor, Elise has 100+ film, tv and commercial acting credits, including Academy Award nominee
American Sniper, NCIS, This Is Us and many more. She is especially excited about her upcoming recurring role
on Amazon Studios' The Power. Elise loves a good story, and believes that the worlds we imagine have the
power to transform the one we live in. A mother of two girls, she hopes to create content that is inclusive,
inspiring and female-positive. Imagining Rachel is her first foray into solo performance.

UNMUTED PARTICIPANTS
Early in 2020, with the pandemic in full bloom and the world
stuck at home, Ann Noble offered an online solo storytelling
class through Berg Studios. A small group of artists began
work on their solo pieces together via ZOOM. At first, the
transition to the virtual space felt odd and uncomfortable.
But as they dove in, they discovered an intimacy in the digital
space.

Interacting with each other full-faced in closeup, with the safety offered by the virtual realm, created a
unique possibility for intimate storytelling. They also discovered a freedom and sense of play in the ZOOM
box. Even better, this digital sandbox welcomes all participants. There are no barriers of cost to playing
here. Since mid-2021, UP members have been performing individually in solo fests worldwide, both online
and in-person, and are quickly redefining the digital storytelling medium. In April 2022, the Unmuted
Participants as a collective will present their first online storytelling festival. For more information visit
www.unmutedparticipants.com
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BEHIND THE SCENES
Like the tides that I refer to throughout my show, the evolution of this piece from one person talking to
camera into a crazy exploration of digital storytelling happened slowly.

In May of 2020, I started Ann Noble’s solo class at Berg Studios with about 15 other folks. Pandemic was
already underway, so we could only gather online. Each week we’d bring in our new writing, and share it with
each other via zoom. But my way of creating has always been experiential and physical, so the constraint of
performing in that tiny frame was a challenge for me. I kept looking for ways to make that box feel bigger...

I started where we all have—I’m looking at you, with the cluttered room!—by adding a zoom background. I was
also teaching Theatre Games classes online at the time and was inventing all kinds of stuff to keep the 5-7
year-olds engaged. I would should them how to pop in and out of frame, pretend to go up and down stairs,
create forced perspective by stepping backwards, etc. So I started to incorporate some of that into my
storytelling work. But the big revelation came when I had the notion to use side-by-side computers with
connecting backgrounds to create one wide frame. I realized if I angle the cameras in a certain way I could
jump from one camera to another and play two characters talking to each other. And there was also one
spot where I could stand that would allow me to appear in both frames simultaneously.

It just kept going from there. I mounted the cameras on a slider so that they could move instead of me
(preferable for intimate scenes.) I hung greenscreen curtains, and put various props and practical lighting
instruments on shelves and hooks just off-camera so that I could simply reach offscreen to manifest a brand
new scene. It was all very DIY. But I had come up in entertainment as a model builder in the stop motion
animation world, so I already had a penchant for finagling things. All these little inventions delighted me. I
ended up filming the piece in chunks, using either my iPhone, or zoom, or a combination of the two.

Speaking of animation, that was actually the last piece of the puzzle—added after my first run in Edinburgh.
I’ve always loved the quirkiness of cutout animation—it added scope and whimsy while disguising some
internal edits that I wanted to appear seamless. And the sand animation felt right to help convey the gentle
flow of time in the natural world, a consistent theme in Carson’s work. I captured it using the Stop Motion
Studio app on my iPad in the same tiny office where I filmed the rest of the piece. It brought me back to my
early garage filmmaking days (though the app is SO much easier than 16mm film on a Bolex!) and I hope it
reflects the sense of childlike wonder that Rachel Carson encouraged throughout her life.
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DIRECTOR'S NOTE

ABOUT RACHEL CARSON

To pen a director’s note about this show

1907 - born May 27 in Springdale PA.

would be a bit redundant. I sat down to

1918 - first prize for writing, age 11.

write about Rachel Carson and this is what
emerged. All art is reflective, after all, it’s
just a question of where the narrator sits. In
this case, our narrator, being the spotlighthungry performer that she is, refused to be
sidelined, even for Rachel.

1925-1929 - attends Pennsylvania College for
Women (now Chatham University) starts as
English major, but meets Mary Scot Skinker
and switches to biology.
1929-34 – attends Johns Hopkins grad school
while working. Family comes to live with her.
1935 – father dies, leaving Rachel as sole
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breadwinner. She begins working for the US Bureau of Fisheries.
1937 – sister Marian dies, leaving two daughters to be raised by

In the end, I hope we have at least raised
some questions. What is motherhood, really?

Rachel and her Mother Maria.
1938 – Atlantic Monthly publishes “Undersea” inspiring Rachel to
expand the material into a book.

Is art selfish? Where does nature end and

1939 – 1941 works at night on Under the Sea-Wind which is

humanity begin? What do we do now that

published days before WW2 breaks out and flops.

humanity has become so dominant, and so
dangerous?

1941-1950 – Rachel rises at govt., writing magazine articles on the
side. Pitches one about DDT, but no one is interested.
1950 - Mary Scot Skinker dies of cancer. Rachel has a tumor
removed which the doctor calls “benign” and needing no further
treatment.
1951 - The Sea Around Us is published. Wins the National Book
Award, Guggenheim, and others. Rachel quits her job to write
full-time.
1952 – Rachel's niece Marjorie gives birth to Roger Christie.
1953 – Rachel buys a cottage in Maine, meets Dorothy Freeman.
1955 - Edge of the Sea is published.
1957-1960 – evidence of DDT’s destructive nature grows. Rachel
begins writing Silent Spring despite doubts of family & friends.
1958 - Marjorie dies, then Maria. Rachel adopts Roger.
1960 - Rachel’s cancer returns. She has a radical mastectomy.

AUDIENCE RESPONSE

1962 – Silent Spring published. Corporations deride it but
President John F Kennedy says govt. will look into pesticide

"Tough, uncompromising, nakedly honest.
Ridiculously great."

- Steve Friedland

misuse.
1963 – CBS airs special featuring Rachel Carson speaking about
pesticides. She also appears before two Senate subcommittees.

"Amazing visual art direction" - Maryclaire

1964 – Rachel Carson passes away on April 11.

Sweeters

1963 – 1972 Clean Air Act, Wilderness Act, Endangered Species
Act, are all passed. EPA is formed. DDT is banned in the US.

"Elise Robertson’s engaging presentation of environmental leader, marine biologist and author Rachel Carson
is an Alice in Wonderland for nature exploration in mid-century America." - Maria Leicy

"This one will stay with you, I promise. Actor, playwright, and director Elise Roberston has created this
reflection on science, the fragility and the vibrance of the environment, the recalcitrance of institutions,
sexism, the writing process, parenting, and the complexities of human relationships. A beautiful piece."

"At a time when global warming is so pressing, Rachel Carson‘s brilliance is timeless and as relevant ever." Brian Donovan
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